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Airborne infection in a fully air-conditioned hospital 

I. Air transfer between rooms 

13y N. l"OORD AXO 0. l\f. LID\YELL 

Central Public Healtli Laboratory, Oolindale Avenue, London NW9 5HT 

(Received 7 January 1975) 

SUMMARY 

Meaeuremen'8 l>ave been made of the extent of oir exchange between patient 
rooms in a fully air-conditioned 110spital using a tracer-gas method. 

When the rooms wem ventilated at about six air changes per hour, had an 
excess airflow through the doorway of about 0· 1 m. 3/sec. and the temperature 
difference between rooms and corridor w,. less than 0·5° C., concentrationa of the 
tracer in rooms close te that in which it - being liberated were 1000-fold less 
than that in the source room. This rotio fell te about 200-fold in the absence of any 
excess airflow through the doorways. Considerable dilution teok place along the 
corridors so that the concentration fell by around 10-fold for every 10 m. of corridor. 

INTRODUCTION 

The design and construction of a fully air-conditioned hospital;. S.E. London 
provided an opportunity to study the extent te which the ventilation system could 
be applied to minimize the airborne transport of micro-organisms from room te 
room within the building. It would then be of considerable interest to observe tbe 
effect on the t'-nsmission of bacteria between patients. The investigations re
ported in this and succeeding papers examine the movement of air from room te 
room, the transport of airborne particles by this movement, the numbers of air
borne particles carrying Staphyloooe<us •or- in the air of the patient rooms in 
relation to the proboble sources of the individual strains and the rates of nasal 
acquisition by patients of ne,v strains of this organism from carriera nursed in different rooms or wards. . 

The Greenwich District general hospital Was designed by the Design Ullit of the 
Department of Health and Social Security (Drury & Skegg, 1969 ). It is a four level 
deep-plan building with several light wells. 

Air conditioning is necessary in • building of this kind in o'<ler te control 
internoJ temperatures and humidities and all areas are supplied from central plant. 
A cross-sectional view of part of the hospital, showing the ventilation system is 
given in Fig. 1. Air for ventilation is taken in at roof level and fed through duc'8 in 
the inter-floor space inte the hospita l working area via ceiling diffusers wliich are 
designed te mix the incoming ai• '"i th that •lreody prcaen t. Air is removed through 
extrocts at floor level directly into the inter-floor spoce below and is exhausted te 
the ou'8ide by large perimeter fans. The air supplied to the hospital is 100 % fresh 
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Fig. 1. Section of the medical ward floor showing the ventilation system and the fixed 
BSmpling connexions. 
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l<,ig. 2. Plan of pa.rt of the modicsl ward floor showing location of th~ fixed sampling 
points and the indicating and rooording switches o.ttach6?- to certa.m doors. Roome 
7-11, 12-15, 22-27 had six beds each, rooms 16-21 were Bingle bed rooms. 
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air . .Most of the general patient areas are designed fo have between five and seven 
air changes per hour. In orde1· to reduce the movement of air between rooms the 
system was designed to maintain the corridors at a slightly higher air pressure than 
the patient rooms. This pressure difference was controlled by adjustable Hap valves 
on the extracts. 

'l'he area chosen for investigation consists of three subdivided medical wards. A 
plan is given in Fig. 2. The six-bed patient rooms are situated on the perimeter of 
the building. The ward corridor and hospital street are both continuous around the 
hospital and between them are situated the ancillary rooms. All the rooms have 
hinged doors (approx. 2 m. x 1 m., with an additional leaf for moving large objects) 
and there are double doors in the corridors which separate the ward units from 
each other and from the core of the building, which contains all means of vertical 
communication. The patients in Ward A are female, Ward B contains high de
pendence male and female patients and Ward C male patients only. There are 
single patient rooms attached to both Wards B and C. Throughout the investiga
tion, no attempt was made to alter the normal routine of the hospital but rather to 
observe it under normal operational conditions. A preliminary report has been 
published by Lidwell & Brock (1973). 

METHODS 

The air-transfer measurements were made by gas-tracer techniques using the 
method described by Foord & Lidwell (1973). Either freon 12, freon 114 or BCF 
was liberated from a portable disperser placed at the desired source position. The 
concentration of this tracer in an air sample taken at the recipient position was 
determined using a peak-height calibrated electron-capture detector. In order that 
all thr~ tracers could be used simultaneously from different source positions, a 
2 m. column containing 20 % squalane on a celite base preceded the detector 
and separated the different tracer-gases in the air sample. The concentration of 
each tracer-gas in a single sample was then easily measured. 

Although there were slight variations in particular circumstances, the general 
mode of use was to release a tracer-gas continuously at a known, constant, rate at 
the source position. At least one hour was then allowed for equilibrium conditions 
to become established. After this period, air samples were taken at all recipient 
sites and the concentration of the tracer-gas in each was measured. Knowing both 
the rate of dispersal of the tracer-gas and the equilibrium concentration at each 
recipient site, the transfer index• to each of the sites was calculated (Lid well, 1960). 
The ratio of the transfer index to the room containing the source, to the transfer 
index to another room is equal to the relative concentration of the tracer-gas in the 
two rooms. 

Conditions in the hospital were never entirely stable during any period of 
measurement so that no true equilibrium could be attained. During the first series 
of measurements, between l\farch and June 1971, a representative selection of sites 

• The trsnsfor index is numerically equal to the equilibrium concontrstion divided by the 
ro.te of dispersal. 

2 HYG 7S 
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was chosen and sample tubes laid from these rooms tluough the inter-floor spacl• 
back to the central office containing the gas analyser. A suction system was 
installed nllowing a sample to be taken from any chosen room containing a 
sampling tube. Samples from any one particular site were repeated until n con
stant avcracrc conccntrntion was obtained. This was taken to be the equilibrium 0 

concentration. 
During the second series, between June and August 197:J, integrating gas 

samplers were also used. Each of these consisted of a 50 c.c. gluss syringe barrel 
held vertically and stoppered with a PTFE (polytctl'n,fluoroethylene) buni~ 

through which passed a piece of 0·3 cm. o.n. stainless steel t ube reaching to nen,r 
the bottom of the barrel. The barrel was filled with water which escaped at a 
constant rate through a hypodermic needle (0·5 mm. I.D. x 38 mm. long) attached 
to the nozzle. The air sample entered via the steel tube and was held in the barrel 
until analysed. The size of the needle was such that it took approximately 1 hour 
to obtain a complete air sample. The concentration of the sample therefore repre
sented the average concentration during the sampling hour. In each series, each of 
the three tracer-gases was used in turn in each room so that three different deter
minations of the transfer of air from each room were made. This randomized any 
effect of possible differences between the tracer-gases and between one time and 
another. 

Because of the relatively high concentration of tracer-gas within the source 
room and because of concentration variations within this room it was difficult to 
obtain accurate and representative air samples. On most occasions, therefore, the 
ventilation rate of the room was determined. Following measurements of con
centration during liberation of the tracer-gas, the decay of concentration of tracer 
within the source room was measured, after liberation of gas had ceased, by 
taking samples at known times either by using the centralized sampling system or 
by using a glass syringe to collect the air samples. From the a.te of decay, the 
ventilation rate in the source room was determined and t he t ransfer index calcu
lated knowing the size of the room (Lidwell, 1960). 

Hospital ventilation and activity monitoring 

It was important to measure the actual ventilation within the hospital before 
examining its effect upon air transfer. The most important characteristics of each 
room for this purpose were the ventilation rate and the flow of air through the 
doorway. The former was measured using the tracer methods already described. 
Regular estimates of the flow of air through the doors between the patient rooms 
and the corridor were made by determining the relative pressure of the room, 
whilst the door was closed, with respect to the corridor using a highly sensitive 
pressure transducer (Shaevitz PTD-3G). By comparison with a previously estab
lished calibration curve obtained with a •d irect reading anemometer (Foord, 1973), 
this provided a quick and reasonably accurate method for determining the air
flows on a routine basis. The air flows through the doorways at any time and the 
directions of airflow in the corridors were naturally strongly dependent on whether 
individual doors were open or closed. In order to keep track of the situation in this 

I ufcclion in. a 11 air-conditioned hospital. I 
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Fig. 3. Observed room ventilation rates. (A) Series 1, March-June 1971. (B) series 2, 
June-August 1973. The rooms are shown spaced linearly along the horizontal axis. 
Horizontal bars show mean values for ea.ch room. 
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respect magnetically operated switches mounted on the doors of those patient 
rooms with fixed sampling points, and on the passage doors, were wired back to an 
indicating and recording panel in the central office. Records were kept of the 
average time during which doors were open and care was taken to avoid con
centration measurements during uncommon combinations of door openings which 
had been found to affect the results significantly. 

RESULTS 

Ventilation rates and doorway airflows 

Figs. 3 and 4 give the results of the measurements. The ventilation rate~ for the 
patient rooms usually lay between five and seven air changes per hour. Although 
the original design concept specified that air should flow from the corridor into all 
the patient rooms this was not realized when the building was first brought into 
use. As can be seen from Fig. 4A the flow was generally in the opposite direction, 
especially in the rooms at the South end of the section studied. This was part.Iy due 
to the unfinished state of the building but principally because of unexpectedly 
high air resistance in the grilles over the exhaust ports in the rooms and corridors. 
During the later part of the investigation these grilles were replaced by others with 
a. lower air resistance and this together with some adjustments to the air-supply 
system produced the near balance condition shown in Fig. 4B. 
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Fig. 4. Room-corridor pressure differences and the corresponding airflows through 
the doorways. {A) Series 1, March-June 1971. (B) series 2, Juno-August 1973. 

Table 1. Average conditions of the rooms in each ward during 
e<rek series of air-transfer measurements 

Ward A WardB WardC 

Series 1 Series 2 Series 1 Series 2 Series 1 Sories 2 

Number of rooms 5 4 6 

Volume of rooms (m.1) 137 144 138 

Ventilation rate (air changes/hr.) 6·0 5·6 6·5 6·5 5·5 6·2 

Pressure relative to 
corridor (door closed) (mm. H 10) +0·65 +0·17 +0·23 +0·10 +0·05 +0·06 

Corresponding outflow through 
+0·130 +0·055 +0·065 +0·035 +0·020 +0·023 doorway (m.1/sec.) 

Room temperature (° C.) Approximately 22·5 

Temperature difference with 
::1-0·4 corridor (° C.) 

Proportion of time room doors 
56 93 95 100 75 95 were open(%) 

Number of movements (per hour) of 
persons through patient-room door-
ways, in either direction Approximately 40 

/11fection in an air-cond1'.tioned hospital. I 21 

Table 2. Room-to-room transfer indfres (log10 median values + 5, sec./m. 3 ) 

Location of 

Source Rocoivor 

Wu.rd Wu.rd SorieK I 

A A 0·88 
B B 2·55 
c c 2·71 

A B 2·14 
B A 0·82 
B c 1-82 
c B 0·02 
A c 1·32• 
c A 0·44• 

Betwoen single rooms (a) 3·24 
(b) 2·97 
(c) 2·41 

For transfers between the single roolilli: 
(a) for both rooms doors open, 

) J S.D. 1·75 

) •.•. 0·70 

(b) for the average situation (doors open 61 % of the time), 
(c) for both doors closed. 

Sorios 2 

2·96 
3·39 
3-18 

1·61 
2·85 
0·85 
1·34 
0·30• 
0·64• 

} S.D. 0·94 

) 8.D. 1•59 

• All values between Wards A and C are uncertain owing to the fow positive results and the 
necessary extrapolo.tion, the figures are probably over estimates. 

The standard deviations are incroosod in some ce.ses by the grouping together of measure
ments with widely differing values, e.g. from tre.nsfors in opposite directions a.long the 
corridor. 

The figures in the table give the median values of the logarithms to the base 10 of the 
observed tre.nefer indices + 5, e.g. the logarithms of the median transfer index from rooms in 
W a.rd B to those in W a.rd A was 0·82- 5 = 5·82 and the value of the transfer index we.s 
therefore 6·6 x 10-1 sec./m.'. 

Table 1 gives the average conditions during those periods when air transfer 
measurements were made. It will be seen that most doors were open most of the 
time. Thie was true also of the corridor doors. The only exception was that the 
patient room doors were shut for about 40 % of the time in ward unit A during the 
first series of measurements. 

Room-to-room air transfers 

The recorded transfer indices between different room combinations were ex
amined for the different ward-to-ward combinations. Many of the transfer indices 
were below the limit of measurement by the equipment but in the ward combina
tions in which there were sufficient measurements the distribution was approxi
mately logarithmic-normal. Thus the log-median of each ward-to-ward combina
tion was found by graphical means by plotting the points on logarithmic
probability paper. It appeared that in either series the standard deviations for the 
ward-to-same-ward combinations were similar as were the standard deviations for 
the ward-to-different-ward combinations. An average standard devia.tion was 
assumed in each case and used to determine the medians. The assumption of the 
same standard error allowed the determination of median values for combinations 
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Table 3. Ward-to-ward averaged relative source-to-recipient room 
tracer-gns cmicen.frations 

Scri(•s 1 Sorios 2 

Room containing 
source in \V ard A B c A B c 

Rocipiont room in 
\Vard: A 58,000 58,000 >200,000 520 550 >90,000 A 

B 3,100 1,100 110,000 11,000 150 19,000 B 

c > 21,000 5,800 930 >240,000 55,000 280 c 

Tho method of calculation by which those figures a.ro derived is illustrated by tho following 
example. Consider transfer from o. room in Ward B to a room in Ward C during series 1. Tho 
average ventilation rate in rooms in Ward B was 6·5/hr. (Tablo 1) and tho average room 
volume 144 m.3 • Hence the transfer index into room B wae 3000/(6·5 x 144) = 3·85 eoc./m. 3

• 

The transfer index to rooms in Ward C (Table 2) was anti log (1·82-5) or 66 x 10-& soc./m.3
• 

The ratio of the concentration in the source room in Ward B to that in tho receiving room in 
Ward C was therefore 3·85/(66 x 10-&) = 5800. 

where very few of the observations showed measurable levels of transfer. The 
estimated log-medians together with the average standard deviations used are 

given in Table 2. 
It is necessary to qualify some of the figures. In both series the values of trans

fers from Ward A to Ward C and vice versa are probably only upper limits as they 
were based upon a small number of measurements and a considerable degree of 
extrapolation. It should be remembered that series 1 had only a selection of rooms 
in which air samples were taken. In general these rooms were sufficiently repre
sentative so that the results may be compared directly with those of series 2 in 
which all rooms were used. Unfortunately, for structural reasons, both sample 
rooms in Ward C were situated towards the end of the ward nearer to Ward B; 
corrections for this would reduce the average values of transfers between Wards A 

or Band Ward C. 
From the figures in Table 2 and from the values of the transfer index to the source 

room derived from the ventilation rate, transfer index = !/(ventilation rate x 
room volume), the relative concentrations of tracer-gas in source and recipient 
rooms were found. These are given in Table 3. 

Comparison of the results from each series shows significant differences. The 
average reduction in concentration from a source room to another room in the 
same ward was at least 1000-fold during series 1 when the majority of the rooms 
had a marked positive pressure and very much greater within vVard A where the 
pressures were substantial and the doors were closed more often. This fell to 
between 150 and 500 during the approximately balanced conditions of series 2. In 
both cases the greater outflow of air from the rooms of Ward A than from the 
rooms of either of the other two wards was shown to have a significant effect in 
reducing the transfer of air between the rooms of that ward. 

The transfer of air to the rooms of other wards varied considerably but was 
usually much less than the transfer within a ward except for transfers from rooms 

Infection in an air-conditioned lwsp£tal. I 23 

in \Vard A during series l. A significant difference between the series was the 
pl'cdominant direction of ail' transfer from a ward. In series 1, it. is clear that tht-re 
was a preferred direction of trnnsfer from \\'ard A to Ward B and, possibly, to 
\Vard C. In contrast series 2 shows thnt there was a preferred transfcl' direction 
from the rooms of Ward C towards Wanl Band then to Ward A. This is discussed 
in more detail below. 

Components of air trans/ er 

The above analysis has been canied out on data which were grouped according 
to the ward units, specifically for the purpose of comparison with bacteriological 
and clinical data. This will be discussed in a latei· paper. Such grouping to some 
extent obscures the patterns of air movement which were observed. A more detailed 
analysis will now be attempted. 

The transfer of air between two rooms can be considered to take place in three 
stages. There is the transfer from the room into the communicating corridor, there 
is the transfer along the corridor and finally the transfer into the recipient room. 
These stages were considered in terms of the relative concentration of a tracer-gas 
being liberated continuously under equilibrium conditions. If O represents the 
concentration of tracer-gas and the subscripts S, 1, 2 and R indicate the positions 
source room, corridor immediately outside source room, corridor immediately 
outside recipient room and recipient room respectively then 

Cs Cs 01 02 
On= 0

1
• 0

2
• On" 

Values of Cs/On are those given in Table 3. Using the notation ofLidwell (1972) 
this equation may be written: 

a = a' .a"' .a". 

The air t~ansfers between a room and the corridor immediately outside the door, 
corresponding to the factors a' and a", and along the corridor, corresponding to the 
factor a"', were each examined in detail. 

Air exchange between a room and the corridor 

The movement of air through a doorway has two components. There is a net 
airflow (F) which is caused by the difference, if any, between the air supplied to 
and exhausted from the room and there is an exchange airflow (X) which is caused 
by general turbulence, temperature differences, movement of persons, etc. The 
magnitude of this is equal in both directions through the doorway. In a room 
which has a strong positive or negative pressure the net airflow will dominate. In a 
room which is in balance only the exchange flow will be present. At Greenwich 
situations existed which ranged from a near balanced system to a moderately 
pressurized system. Fig. 5 shows a general picture of a room and corridor situation 
indicating the relevant ventilation parameters. It follows that 

and a" = C /C = vw+vn 
2 JI v ' 

R 
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Passage 

Room 

u 

v 

V8 +u-v 

Fig. 6. Generalized plan of a. room and adjoining section of corridor showing the 
vnrinblcs used in calculating liranefor by air movemonta. Vs, Effective rate of air 
supply to section of pflSSl\ge immedintely outaide room door; tlu rate of supply of 
vontilating air to room; u, outflow of air from room to pB881lge; ti, inflow of air to 
room from passage. Net airflow through doorway, F = U""tl. Exchange airflow 
X = u or v whichever ie the smaller. 

where V EB = effective rate of supply of air to the region of corridor immediately 
outside the source room door; vrn = rate of supply of ventilating air to the 
recipient room; u8 = average total outflow of air from source room to corridor 
{ = F + X for positively pressurized room and = X for a balanced or negatively 
preBBurized room); and vR = average total inflow of air from corridor to recipient 
room ( = X for balanced or positively pressurized and = F + X for negatively 
pressurized room). 

Owing to the difficulty of obtaining representative air samples from any 
particular part of the corridor it was almost impossible to measure a: and rx" 
directly. Instead, values of u and v were found which corresponded to different 
values of F, the excess flow. This allowed the exchange flow X to be calculated. 

A tracer-gas was continuously released at a known constant rate within a 
source room and the situation allowed to 'reach equilibrium. To measure u, the 
flow through the doorway and out of each floor-level extract within the room was 
measured, using the pressure transducer and a direct reading anemometer. The 
tracer-gas concentration from samples taken at the extracts were also measured. 
The quantity of tracer-gas passing down the extracts was then calculated, sub
tracted from the quantity being released and this gave the quantity passing out 
through the door. Knowledge of the tracer-gas concentration within the room then 
allowed the gross outflow of air, u, through the doorway to be determined. To 
measure v, there were two stages. As above, the net flow through the doorway wa.s 
measured and the concentration of the tracer-gas within the room determined. 
The extracts were then sealed off in order to create conditions in which all the air 
entering through the ceiling diffusers left via the doorway. With such a large rate 
of outflow there was negligible exchange flow. After allowing sufficient time for 
equilibrium to be established, the outflow through the doorway and the con
centration of tracer-gas within the room were again measured. Since the tracer-gas 
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Exchange air llow, X (m1./scc:) 
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Fig. 6. Exchange airflow through the open doorway of six-bed patient room. The 
doorway wae approximately 1 m. wide x 2 m. high . 
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concentration is inversely proportional to the total ventilating air entering the 
room, their ratio under the two conditions gave the ratio of the two ventilating 
volumes. However, under the latter conditions, the ventilating air was only that 
from the ceiling diffusers and in the former had the addition of that which entered 
through the doorway, v, which could therefore be calculated. 

Having obtained u and v for a range of values of F, X was calculated in each 
case and is shown plotted against Fin Fig. 6. As would be expected the value of X 
was at a maximum, about 0·09 m. 3/sec., near F = 0, i.e. when the room was in 
balance and was reduced as F increased falling to a very small value when F 
exceeded 0· 1 m. 3/sec. Since these results were obtained under the naturally pre
vailing condition during which both the ventilation and room use fluctuated, with 
persons entering and leaving the room at random intervals, there was considerable 
scatter in the results. 

It is also important to note that the abO\'e values were obtained with minimal 
temperature differences between room and corridor. The numerical values for the 
exchange airflow are comparable with those of Whyte & Shaw (1972) ·at their 
lowest temperature difference, 0·1° C., although t.hey do not give these explicitly 
in their paper. That our figures appear to be slightly lower than theirs may be a 
result of the incomplete mixing within the patient rooms at Greenwich, leading to 
a zone oflower concentration just within the door of a source room. This would result 
in a lower estimate of the exchange outflow, assessed from the tracer carried out 
and the average room concentrations. The data of Whyte & Shaw show the greatly 
increased values of air exchange to be expected at higher temperature differences. 
It is likely that there was always a small amount of exchange e\'en when F 
exceeded 0· 1 m. 3/sec., caused by the entry and exits of persons, but the method 
described was not sufficiently sensitive to measure it. The average of 40 exits or 
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cnt.rics per hour which was obsm·vccl would lead to an exchange of appl'Oximatcly 
0·005 m. 3/scc. if each passage through the door led to an exchange of 0·5 m. 3 

across it (Lid well, 1!li2). The value observed here when F exceeded 0· 1 m. 3/scc. 
was certainly less than this. The value of 0·5 m.3 was derived from observation 
made when t.hcrc was little excess airflow through the doorways and it is possible, 
or likely, that the volume exchanged is much reduced when there is an appreciable 
flow velocity through the open doorway. . 

a: can now be calculated since all the variables are known. The volume of 
ventilating air within a room calculated from the ventilation rate is the gross 
value, including that entering through the doorway, i.e. v1 + v. 'l'he values calc~
lated agreed reasonably well with those found from the few satisfactory experi
ments carried out to determine a" directly. 

a'· however could not be calculated without a knowledge of V r:s• the effective 
rate of supply of air to the corridor. The few experimental values of a' available 
suggested that V ES varied in a range from 0·3 to 1 ·5 m. 3/sec. 

Air transfer along r,orridors 
Although it was not possible to obtain representative corridor air samples 

because of unstable and non-uniform flows, it was possible to study the transfer of 
air along the corridor by looking at the transfer between two rooms and allowing 
for the effects of transfer between the particular source and recipient rooms and 

the corridor. 
Ifwe put 

then 

Values of V , can then be calculated for transfers from a source room to any recipient 

room ,.. u Ev and v being known and are equivalent to the effective diluting 
•""• S• R lR ' •• 

air-supply rate in the whole corridor between source room and rempient room. 
These values have been plotted graphically, and the results, averaged for each ward 
unit, a.re shown in Fig. 7. The lowest values, estimated directly outside a source 
room, correspond to values of V Es and these lie between 0·25 and ~·60 m. 3

/ 

sec. Theoretical calculations in a later paper (Lidwell, 1975) lead to estimates of 
V Es between 0·22 and 0·34 m. 3/sec. The two series do not differ greatly althoug.h 
the directions of air movement along the corridors have changed completely. Tlus 
was probably a consequence of changes in the hospital elsewhere rather than the 
alterations to the ventilating system in the wards under study. The value of a"' 
varies between about 3 and a little over 100 per 10 m. of passage length with an 
average of about 10 (the individual rooms are spaced approximately 6·5. m. apart). 
'fhe substantial differences between the two series already noted, e.g. m Table 3, 
derive principally from the room to corridor pressure differences, and th~ conse
quent differences in the movements of air between the rooms and the corridors. 
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Fig. 7. Dilution of tracer-gas a.long the ward corridor. (A) Series 1, March-June 
1971. (B) series 2, June-August 1973. The arrows show the direction and the figures 
above the magnitude (in m./soo.) of the drift velocity along that part of the corridor. 
Tho figures in braokets below the arrows give the corresponding diffusion constants 
in m.2/soo. (soo Lidwell, 1975). One room spacing was approximately equal to 6·5 m. 
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Provided the ventilation conditions are reasonably well known, the above 
results provide a means of assessing the likely air isolation between two rooms 
having a communicating corridor. Fig. 8 has been constructed in this way_ to show 
the effect of varying the rate of airflow through the doorways. The values used are 
those found in Greenwich hospital but similar rates of ventilation are likely to be 
found in other mechanically ventilated buildings. It will be seen that, with open 
doors, the degree of isolation improves as the airflow through the door increases, 
reaching a maximum value at net airflows of about 0· 1-0· 12 m. 3/sec. The maximum 
level reached is slightly higher for inward flow than for outward flow since the 
effective ventilation in the corridor was greater than that in the patient rooms. 
Clinical considerations also favour negatively pressurized rooms if, as at Green
wich, the system includes single patient rooms which may be used to isolate 
infective patients. As the net airflow is increased above 0·1-0·12 m.3/sec. the 
effectiveness of the isolation appears to decrease slowly. 'fhis is a consequence of 
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Fig. 8. Relative tr~r-gas concentrations in source and receiving rooms opening off 
the same eection of pll88nge. , . . 

The verticnl scale givoe tho equilibrium concentrations in the source room divided 
by that in the receiving room, i.e. r;.' a.". If the rooms are separated bye. len~h of 
corridor then the values given must be multiplied by the dilution along the corridor, 
a.'". so tha·t a. = a.' «" a."'. 

Curves aa have been calculated for. open doors with a . minimum exchange acroee 
the doorway (x), due to movement of persons at 40 movements per hour, of 0·005 m. 8 

/ 

sec. 
Curves bb have been similarly calculated aeeuming a minimum exchange of 

0·001 m. 1/sec. 
Curves cc are calculated for closed, but leaky, doors with a' minimum exchange of 

0·005 m.•/sec. and curves dd for closed (leaky) doors with a minimum exchange of 

0·001 m.•/sec. . . 
The shape of the curves dd is dependent on the way m which the exchange fiow, 

X, falls as tho excess flow, F, increaaoa. As F tends to zero some exchange may ta~o 
place through gaps across tho doors so that tho mo.xi.mum value of a. roached IS 

uncertain and may be leas thnn that shown. 

The values a.re calculated from the formula 

«'a."= (VEs+us)(V1R+vR>, 800 text. 
VR.US 

where VEs is taken as 0·3 m.1/soo., ViR as 0·2 m.1/eeo., us and vn are deduced from 
the data. of Fig. 6 but aeeumed not to fall below the minimum values of x given above. 

0

the increased outflow of contamination from the source room while the residual 
exchange due to passage of personnel in and out of is assumed constant. Although 
.there is evidence to suggest that this exchange may be about 0·5 m. 3 for each 
passage through the doorway when there is only a small net airflow through it the 
data obtained from the patient rooms at Greenwich suggests that the value is less 
than this when the airflow velocity through the doorway exceeds 0·05-0·06 m./sec. 

·.Two sets of curves are therefore shown in Fig. 8, one for a constant residual 
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exchange of 0·0()5 m. 3/sec., corresponding to an exchange of 0·5 m. 3 for each of the 
40 entries or exits per hour, and the upper curve for the isolation values resulting 
if the residual exchange is assumed to fall to 0·001 m. 3/sec. at a net flow of 0· 1 m. 3/ 

sec. If it were to be assumed that it continued to fall beyond this net flow velocity 
then the degree of isolation might remain constant or even continue to rise at 
higher net flow velocities . 

If patient room doors can _be kept closed improved isolation can be obta.ined, n.s 
indicated by curves c and d in Fig. 8. The gaps around the doors' will usually allow 
any difference between air supply to and extract from the rooms to pass between 
the room and the passage, so that the improvement is only appreciable if the net 
flow is small, i.e. less than 0·01-0·02 m.8/sec. Since at these low net flows isolation 
is poor if the doors are left open and may be much reduced by even small tempera
ture differences, it may be better to compromise at net flow values of 0·1-0·12 m.3/ 

sec. However, if the doors are close fitting and some form of pressure relief openings 
can be provided in the rooms so that when the doors are closed more of this net 
flow passes through these openings and no more than 0·01 m. 3/sec. passes between 
a room and the passage then high degrees of isolation can be reliably ma.inta.ined 
(Lidwell, 1975). 

The corridor also plays a large part in the isolation of rooms. It is easily possible 
to achieve in a corridor a relative dilution of three-fold for every room space, 
about 6-7 m., the two rooms are apart, the average value at Greenwich was five
fold, so that the total isolation between the two rooms is multiplied by this factor 
for each interval. 

These figures are derived from a consideration of the median values of the 
transfer index between rooms. As is clear from the values of the sta.ndard deviation 
given in Table 2 transfer was a very variable process apparently dependent on 
random events. Transfers on individual occasions might be 100-fold greater than 
the median values. 

The work described above relates only to the transfer of air and tracer-gases (or 
gaseous contaminants) totally via the air between the rooms of a fully mechani
cally ventilated building. It shows that a dilution of at least 1000 times between 
rooms in the same ward and many times this between rooms further a.part, is 
easily possible under suitable ventilation and typical conditions of use. In con
sidering the significance of these figures in relation to the airborne transport of 
infective material it is necessary to take into account the differences due to the 
particulate nature of this. These are discussed in detail in the following papers 
(Foord & Lidwell, 1975; Lidwell, 1975). Particle loss by sedimentation during the 
process of transport from room to room increases the ratio of source room to 
recipient room concentrations by between 5 and 20 times according to the distance 
between the rooms concerned. 

Our thanks are due to the Hospital Administration for their willingness to allow 
us to carry out these studies, to the Hospital Engineer and his staff and to the 
Engineering Division of the Department of Health and Social Security who helped 
us with the many technical problems which arose and last but not least, to the 
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Nursing Sta.ff and the patients of the wards conccmed for their cheerful tolerance 
of our curious antics, which undoubtedly at times caused them some incon
venience. 
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Experiments were conducted simultaneously with gas and particle tracers to 
determine the relative loss of particles between source and recipient sites in the 
hospital ward units. The magnitude of this loss could be accounted for by the 
assumption of sedimentation from well-mixed air masses during the time required 
for movement between source and recipient sites. As a consequence of this loss the 
degree of isolation between patient rooms for airborne particles was between 4 and 
25 times greater than that for gaseous contamination, which reflects the actual 
transport of air between the rooms. 

The design and construction of portable spinning-disk particle generators 
suitable for field studies is discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

A technique has been described (Foard & Lidwell, 1972) for measuring the air
borne transfer of particles of bacteria-carrying size between sites within a hospital. 
Potassium iodide particles are produced from a solution using a spinning-disk 
generator. The number of particles reaching another position are assessed by 
sampling the air through a membrane filter, developing the collected particles with 
palladium chloride solution and counting the subsequent, easily observable brown 
spots. Since it is possible to detect a single potassium iodide particle by this 
method, it has the maximum possible sensitivity for a particle tracer. We have 
used this technique to study the extent of particle transfer occurring as a ~esult of 
the movement of air between rooms in the hospital wards studied in the previous 
paper (Foard & Lidwell, 1975). \\Te have also designed and constructed spinning
disk particle generators which are more convenient for the purpose than those 
previously available. 

There are many advantages in using a spinning-disk generator for particle 
production, the most useful, perhaps, being the uniformity of particle size, but high 
rotational speeds arc necessary to produce large numbers of pa1·ticles with settling 
rates as low as 5 mm./sec. (1 ft../min.), which is approximately the median value 
commonly found for airborne bacteria-carrying particles (Noble, Lidwell & 
Kingston, 1963). 
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APPARATUS 

De,sign of a conveniently portable 8pinning-disk generator 

The earliest spinning-disk generators employed air-driven rotors (e.g. l\fay, 
1949) of around 2·5 cm. diameter driven at speeds up to 60,000 rev./min. It is not 
always easy to maintain stable operation of these and the associated equipment 
for the compressed air supply is heavy and bulky and often noisy. 

Electric motor drive affords the possibility of a simpler device if sufficiently high 
speed motors arc available. Lippmann & Albert (1967) describe an instrument 
using a motor designed for operation on a 400 Hz supply at 24,000 rev./min. 
which could bo run up 60,000 rev./min. by raising the supply frequency to 1000 Hz. 
An apparatus of this type is made by the Environmental Research Corporation, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S.A., but is very noisy, inefficient at generating par
ticles with equivalent particle diameters above 5 µm. and the motor bearings have 
a relatively short life. 

Walton & Prewett {1949) proposed the following formula for the primary 
droplet size produced by a spinning-disk: 

8 
= KJ wz~D' 

where 8 = droplet diameter, T = surface tension of the liquid, w == rotational 
speed, p = liquid density, D = disk diameter, and K is a 'constant'. Since the 
final airborne particle of potassium iodide is produced by evaporation of a solution 
of this salt the dry particle diameter is given by 

d = 0·215 ~{a/p'). 8, 

where a is the weight percentage of the salt in the solution and the density of the 
dry particle is p '. A settling velocity of about 5 mm./sec. corresponds to a diameter 
of about 7 µm. for a particle of potassium iodide, which has a density of about 
3 g./cm.3 • 

By increasing the disk diameter and by the use of 80 % alcohol as a solvent, 
which has a lower surface tension than water, it is possible to reduce the rotational 
speed required for the production of primary droplets of a suitable size. It was also 
found experimentally that the value of K diminished as the rotational speed was 
reduced. This made possible the use of rotational speeds as low as 24,000 rev./min. 

Mains driven spinning-disk generator 

The design of this generator was along similar lines to that referred to above. 
A cross-section of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The disk was 30 mm. diameter 
and made from stainless steel. It was driven by an a.c. synchronous motor (Globe 
Industries Inc., type FC) run from a 110 V. variable-frequency power supply. The 
speed of the disk was usually 45,000 rev./min., for which a power-supply frequency 
of 800 Hz was required. A blower provided an airflow of about 500 l./min. to 
disperse the particles. It also drew a small bleed of air from the vicinity of the disk 
through the motor housing. This enabled the small satellite particles formed to be 
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removed, as their inertia was insufficient to cnrr~· them beyond the effect of this 
small bleed into the dispersion airstrcam as in the case oft he larger particles. This 
air bleed also provided cooling for the motor, but earn had to be taken to ensure 
that the flow was as low as possible to reduce the risk of particles or liquid entering 
the motor bearings. A collar, made from PT.FE (polyt-0trafluoroethylcnc) and 
fitting round the motor shaft, also helped to prevent the ent.ry of corrosive 
material. Considerable sound proofing was included in the design. The solution was 
fed by a peristaltic pump at 1 ml./min. from a needle, the height of which above the 
disk was adjusted hydraulically. The primary droplet produced was about 32 /till. 
diameter and by using a 4 % solution of potassium iodide in 80 % alcohol a 
particle of about 7 pm. diameter was produced. This apparatus performed con
sistently and satisfactorily; its main disadvantage was the large size. Together 
with its trolley and mains-driven variable-frequency generator, it stood about 
1 ·5 m. high, 0·7 m. wide and 0·4 m. deep and weighed 40 kg. 

Battery driven apinning-disk generator 

At the expense of some of the refinements of the mains-operated model, a fully 
portable instrument which measured no more than 25 x 25 x 30 cm. high and 
weighed less than 2·5 kg., including five U2 batteries, was constructed. A diagram 
of this apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. The disk was enlarged to 36 mm. diameter and 
made from aluminium coated Melinex about 0· 1 mm. thick to reduce weight. It 
was driven by a nominal 2 V. d .c. motor overrun at 4·5 V. at a speed of about 
25,000 rev./min. (Portescap Escap 15 type 050/110). Although there was an air
circulating fan to disperse the generated particles, th_ere was no provision for the 
removal of the satellite particles. This was satisfactory for our purposes, as suitable 
collection and detection techniques ensured that the smaller particles did not 
interfere. No sound insulation was needed as the motor was inherently quiet. The 
solution was fed at about 0·75 ml./min. through a 0·5 mm. I.D. needle from a 
syringe with a small controlled air bleed. The syringe was held centrally above the 
disk by an adjustable clamp. The use of a battery-fed d.c. motor meant that the 
disk speed was slightly variable and the primary droplet diameter might vary 
between 40 and 50 µm. This required solutions of between 1 and 2 % potassium 
iodide in 80 % alcohol to produce particles with settling rates about 5 mm./sec. 
(1 ft./min.). 

An even simpler version of this generator (Fig. 2B) was made by dispensing 
with the air-distribution fan. This left an extremely small and compact apparatus. 
However, in order to avoid loss of particles by local sedimentation it was necessary 
either to hold it higltabove any horizontal surface so that the particles mixed with 
the air before settling out or to provide an external fan or to place it in a moving 
air stream. The last is often conveniently available near an air-supply inlet in an 
artificially ventilated building. 

Performance of the particle generatora 

Results with both generators showed that it was easier than suggested by the 
formula of Walton & Prewett (1949) to reduce the disk speed and still produce 
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Fig. 2. Sectional views of battery -operated spinning-disk airborne-particle generators. 
(A) With fan to disperse the particles produced. (B) Simpler design without fan. 
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Table 1. Observed values of K for tltree different spinning-disk generators rmming at differ 
speeds and spraying absolute or 80 % alcoltol at between 0·75 and l 1nl./min. 

Primary droplet Concentration oft 
Disk speed Disk diameter tliumeter poto.esium iodide 

Generator (rev./min.) (cm.) (pm.) K solution(%) 

Envirco• 60,000 2·5 28 5·4 5 
Maine driven 45,000 3·0 32 4·9 4 
Battery operated 24,000 3·6 41 3·8 1 ·5 

•The 'Envirco' ge~erator was that used by Hambraeue & Sanderson (1972). K was calculated fro 
the formula. of W a.lton and Prewett given in the text, taking the density of absolute alcohol as 0·8 g./om 
and the surface tension as 22 dyne/cm. 

t Concentration required to generate particles with a settling velocity in still air of about 5 mm./ 

particles of the required size. Provided that the slightly greater dispersion in size 
of the generated particles and the additional satellite particles could be tolerated, 
the battery-operated model was ideal for use in the field. The noise, even without 
sound-proofing, was perfectly acceptable. However, it was only after extensive 
field use in conjunction with gas tracers, that it was possible to determine the 
efficiency of the generators. This was the number of particles actually generated 
compared with the total possible number calculated from the amount of 
solution supplied. In the case of the mains-operated model, about 75 % of the 
material sprayed eventually formed 7 µm. diameter -potassium-iodide particles 
whereas with the simplest battery-operated model, this figure might be as low as 
40 % unless carefully placed in a suitable air stream.· 

The discrepancy between our results and the formula for primary droplet size is 
a consequence of variation in the 'constant' K with disk speed as well as with the 
liquid used. The variation is such that it partly nullifies the consequences of the 
reduction of speed. A comparison of values of K determined for the above two 
generators and for the commercial generator used by Hambraeus & Sandernon 
(1972) in a similar manner but running at a speed of 60,000 rev./min. is given in 
Table 1. 

This variation in K has not been fully explained. Walton & Prewett (1949) give 
extensive data for a wide range of liquids sprayed from a disk whose speed was 
varied over two ranges from 300 to 6,000 rev./min. and from 18,000 to 100,000 
rev./min. It was noted that the average value of K for the former group was 3·3 
whilst that for the latter was 4·5. Using a suitable model of drop formation from a 
disk, a value between 3 and 4 may be deduced, suggesting that Walton & Prewett's 
formula fails at high speeds. A possible reason may be that the liquid is unable 
to acquire the full rotational speed of the disk at high speeds and this leads to 
the increase in the effective value of K. The speed at which this breakdown ocours 
probably depends upon the liquid sprayed and its rate of feed on to the disk. 

Although it was possible to take advantage of this phenomenon to reduce the 
disk speed necessary to produce primary droplets of less than 45 µm. from 80 % 
alcohol without correspondingly increasing the disk diameter, the effect may not 
extend below 20,000 rev./min. At this speed K is probably approaching its· mini-
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mum and cow~tant vn.lue. There is nothing to indicate what might be its maximum 
value. 

METHODS 

Tlie transfer of airborne particles relative to the transfer of r1ir 

The technique referred to above using the electrically driven spinning-disk 
generator was used to study the transfer of airborne particles in the occupied 
hospital. Air transfer measurements were made simultaneously using the tracer
gas techniques described in the preceding paper (Foord & Lidwell, 1975). 

The most important way in which the transfer of airborne particles differs from 
the transfer of air is the settling of particles on surfaces under the influence of 
gravity and, if there is no resuspension and if the air is well mixed, this difference 
will be a function of the time taken for transfer (called here transit time). The 
relation between the transfer index (as defined by Lidwell, 1960) for a particle 
tracer compared with that for a gas tracer, would then be of the form: 

Transfer Index (particle) = e-8 T. Transfer Index (gas), 

where S is an effective ventilation rate due solely to particle sedimentation and 
T is the transit time. 

The effective ventilation rate S, under these conditions, should be equal to s/h, 
where s is the settling rate of the particles in question and h is the height of the 
area concerned. The purpose of these experiments was to measure simultaneously 
the transfer index between a source and a recipient position with both particle and 
gas tracers and to compare the transfer of particles relative to that of the gas tracer 
in relation to the transit time. 

Experiments in the ltospital 

A suitable source room was chosen and one or, more usually, two recipient 
rooms or other positions. A particle generator and a gas-tracer disperser were 
placed in the source room as close together as possible. Liberation of potassium 
iodide particles and of halogenated hydrocarbon tracer-gas was carried out 
simultaneously at constant rates, which in the case of the gas tracer was known. 
The total liberation time was usually 10 min. 

At representative positions in the source room and the recipient room or at any 
other recipient position, integrating particle samplers and gas samplers were 
placed which operated throughout the liberation of tracer material and for the 
following 50 min., approximately. This time was long enough to ensure sampling 
of all tracer reaching the sampling positions. There were usually eight particle 
samplers in the source room pln.ced either on the floor or on other suitable sur
faces. These consisted of 2·5 cm. diameter Millipore filters in suitable holders and 
particles were collected solely by sedimentation. In recipient rooms there were 
usually two particle samplers and, necessarily, only one at a particular recipient 
position. These consisted of centripetal samplers which had an effective sampling 
rate of 0·00167 m. 3/sec. (100 l./min.) and again collected particles on to 2·5 cm. 
diameter Millipore filters (Foord & Lidwell, 1972). As close as possible to each of 
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the part.icle samplers was placed a. gas sa.mplct'. This consisted of a glass syringe 
barrel which collected an air sample by the displacement of water wit.It which it 
was filled. The needle through which the water escaped was of such n size t.lmt 
the maximum sampling time was approximately one hour (Foord & Lidwcll, 
1975). 

After the liberation of tracer material and the full sampling period, the 
samplers were removed for analysis. The filters from the particle samplers were 
each developed in palladium chloride solution and the brown spots counted to 
determine the number of particles collected. From each of the collected air 
samples, a sample was taken and analysed by the gas chromatographic/clectron
capture-detector gas analyser and the concentration of the tracer-gas in each was 

found. 
The particle and gas transfer indices were then computed as follows: 

Transfer Index, by definition, = ~f"" 0 .dt, 
q 0 

where q is the quantity of tracer material liberated, 0 is the concentration of 
tracer material at the recipient position at time t. 

The transfer index measured by the gas tracer then becomes: 

Ct 
T.1.1a.s =-, 

q 

where C is the tracer-gas concentration of the integrated sample collected at the 
recipient position, t is the lengtli of sampling period, q is the volume of gas 
liberated. 

The transfer index for the particles is given by: 

n 
T.Lpartlcle = z.N' 

where n is the number of particles collected at the recipient position, Z is the 
sampling rate and N is the total number of particles generated. 

Since the efficiency of the generator varied, N could not be found directly but 
had to be deduced from the results of the samples collected within the source 
room. 

The concentration of particles in the air of a room after generation had ceased 
diminished exponentially with a decay constant given by . 

k = R+8/k, 

where R is the ventilation rate of the room height, k, and the particle settling 
rate is s. k was estimated by taking a series of samples in sequence. R was 
measured by following the decay of the gas-tracer concentration and, by sub
tracting this from k, s/k and hence s were determined. If n' is the number of 
particles settling per unit area of room then 

n' 
N = -(v' +8F), 

8 
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Table 2. Consla.tits of the system n.srd lo determine particle transfer indices 

Hoom height., It (n;. ) 
.Floor nron, Jo' (m.2)• 
k- R = a/Ir (hr-1) 
s (mm./soc.) 
al!' (m.3 /scc.) 

l\[oi11s drin•rt 

2·75 
4i 

5·7 
0·27 

Ilnttory opomt.ocl 

2·i5 
4i 

9·4 
i·2 
0·34 

Tho battory-opomto:l genorator was usod in tho majority of tho oxporimonts. 
• Actual 52 m. 2, 10 % doductcd to allow for poor mixing noar walls and door. 
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where v' is the total volumetric rate of air supply to the room and Fits floor area. 
The determination of s for the particles used in this investigation is given in 

Table 2. On all but two occasions the battery-operated generator was used giving 
particles whose settling velocity averaged around 7 mm./sec. This is slightly, but 
not significantly, greater than the value of 5 mm./sec. (1 ft./min.) quoted above 
as the median value for airborne bacteria carrying particles (Noble et al. 1963). 
Values of n' and v' were determined on each occasion, the latter from the gas 
concentration found in the integrated gas samples and the volume of tracer-gas 
liberated, i.e. 

v' = J 
O't' 

where the symbols used are as above and C' is the tracer-gas concentration of the 
integrated sample collected within the source room. v' is, of course, numerically 
equal to the reciprocal of the transfer index from the source to the sampling 
point in the source room. 

Usually, the eight samples within the source room were averaged t.o find the 
best estimate for the total output from the particle generator. Ha recipient room 
contained two recipient positions these were averaged and a single value obtained 
for the transfer index between the source and any recipient room or position. 

The particle-to-gas transfer index ratio was the transfer index· found using a 
particle tracer divided by that found using a gas tracer. 

To measure the time of transit only the gas tra.cer was used. At the recipient 
position, a series of air samples were taken manually with a glass syringe at 
intervals during the liberation and subsequent sampling period. These _samples 
were then analysed and the concentration of tracer-gas in each was determined. 
These concentrations were plotted against time and a continuous curve repre
senting the tracer-gas concentration was drawn. From this, the time at which the 
cumulative time integrated concentration reached half its total was found 
graphically, t60 , and this was taken as the transit time. The mid point of the 
dispersal period was taken as the time zero. 

RESULTS 

The results are shown in Fig. 3 where the transit times of 30 transfer com
binations are plotted against the corresponding values of the particle-to-gas 
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10 20 JO 40 so 60 
Transit lime. lso (min.) 

Fig. 3. The particle/g88 transfer index ratio, ')', BB a function of the transit time 
between source and receiving site. The transit time is ta.ken from the nilddle of the 
period of dispersion up to the time when one half of the material eventually trans
ferred, t 10, hBB reached the receiving site. The full lines show the two regresSion 
lines, the correlation coefficient is - 0·67 which corresponds to a probability of leBB 
than 0·001, the interrupted line is the beet fitting theoretical curve, see text. 

transfer index ratio,')'. Transit times were found within the range from 10 to 55 
minutes and all the transfer index ratios were less than 100 %· The linear corre
lation coefficient between the transit times and the logarithms of the transfer 
index ratios is -0·67, which is significant to beyond the 0·1 % level. 

The simple model proposed earlier for the relation between transit time and the 
ratio of the transfer indices assumes a single value for the transit time but, as is 
clear from the method described above for estimating this, both gas and particles 
reach the recipient room over a considerable period of time and the extent of 
sedimentation will have varied correspondingly. 

In general, . 

')' = T.I.p&rttc1e/T·I.ga8 =Jo'" O.e-st.dt/ s: O.dt. 

A simple function which can be used to approximate to the distribution of arrival 
times for the gas tracer is 

0 = bt".e-at, 

where n, a and b are constants. The equation is then easily integrated to give 
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n==4 

0·8 
c 
.g 
" .... 0·6 
<= u 
u c 
e o·4 ... . := :;· 
~· 0·2 

l·O 2·0 

Time, normalized 

Fig. 4. Concentration time curves for transfer of gas tracer from source to recipient 
site. All the curves have been normalized to the ea.me total area. above the base-line 
and to make the time for transfer of one half of the material, t50 , equal to unity. The 
family of curves with n = 1, 2, 3 or 4 are derived from the function a = bt"e-a1, 

where a and b are constants and a is the concentration reached at the receiving site 
after time t. The heavy curve shows an experimental result. 
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with a time to the maximum value of 0, tmax = n/a and a time to the 50 % 
transfer point, lm, approximately equal to (n+0·6)/a. Hence 

(1) 

The values of')' derived from this equation do not differ greatly from those 
calculated from the simple form ')' = e-Stao, if S in this equation is taken as 
0·7 s/h, so long as')' is greater than about 0·025 and n lies between 2 and 4. 

Fig. 4 shows the function l". e-at together with a typical plot of the gas con
centration reaching a recipient room. This it will be seen does not differ greatly 
from the curve for n = 3. It will also be seen from the curve drawn in on Fig. 3 
that the relation between ')' and tm is reasonably well represented .by the curve 

{ 
3·6 }' 

')' = 3·6+7·1tm ' 

with t60 expressed in hours (see equation (1) above). 
The value of S of 7· 1/hr. in this expression, calculated to give the best approxi

mation to the experimental data, corresponds to a particle settling velocity of 
7·1x2·75/3·6 = 5·4 mm./sec. which is close to the experimentally determined 
settling velocities of 5·7 or 7·4 mm./sec. Although there is no reason for the 
algebraic form of the function employed above,· the solutions are very insensitive 
to the precise function assumed so long as these follow the general shape of an 
initial delayed rise in concentration followed by an approximately logarithmic 
decay. The results therefore confirm a relation between the ratio of the particle 
and gas transfer indices and the transit time which is in conformity with loss of 
particles by settling in a well mixed system during transport from source room to 
the receiving site. 
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1·0 

i' O·I 

30 

O·Ot L---21----4.L..----16---...Js1-..__-::..;::...-:1':-o---.~2-..... 

Number or rooms apart, source room to receiving room 

Fig. 5. The particle/gas transfer index ratio, 'Y· and the particle loss factor, as a 
function of the distance between source and receiving rooms. The full lines show the 
two regression lines, t he correlation coefficient ~s - 0·59 which correspond~ t~ a 
probability of Jess tho.n O·OOS. Th <,l broken lino is calculated from the ventilation 
data by tho met hod dosoribed in the follow ing paper (Lidwell, 1975). 

The points in Fig. 3 show considerable scatter. Some of this can be accounted 
for by errors in the method. It was impossible to liberate the particles and tracer
gas at exactly the same position and it was not easy to ensure identical liberation 
periods. The mixing of the tracer materials with the air of the room was not 
perfect or even the same for the two tracers. Positioning of the samplers within 
the source room was not always as representative as could have been desired and 
occasionally a sampler had to be omitted for various reasons. The total sampling 
period for all the samples could not always be made identical. There were also the 
usual statistical errors associated with irandom sampling of discrete numbers of 
particles. 

However, although these factors will have accounted for some of the variation 
it does not seem likely that they account for all of it. There are a variety of 
varying processes which may also have contributed. Impaction may have 
occurred from turbulent air movements. Resuspension of particles can be brought 
about by activity and was shown to occur during bedmaking. The most probable 
variable factor, however, was the irregular movement of the air masses as a result 
of human activity and external wind pressures. It is encouraging·that the average 
effect of all the variables was such that the simple model proposed gives an 
adequate overall quantitative picture. 

Transport of airborne particles between rooms 

The experiments described above also gave some direct estimates of the 
fraction of particles transported by air movement from the source rooms to other 
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'J'ablc :J. Wa.rd to u:ard averaged relative source lo recipient particle concentrations 

Partido cone. ratio 
\\' ard unit 

A,·orngo spacing Pnrticlo loss Sorius 1 Sorios 2 
Sourco room Hocoi\'ing room (rooms) foe tor ( x 1Q8) ( x 1Q3) 

A A 2·0 4·5 260 2·3 
B B l·i 4·0 4·4 0·6 
c c 2·3 5·0 4·6 1·4 

A B 4·5 6·3 19·5 69·3 
B A 4·5 6·3 365 3·5 

B c 8·0 11·2 >65 616 
c B 8·0 11'2 1200 213 

A c 12·5 22·4 >470 >5000 
c A 12·5 22·4 >4500 >2000 

The particle lose factor is defined in the text. The spacing between rooms WBS approxi
mately 6·5 m. 

rooms in the wards studied. The number of these observations however was too 
few to provide an overall evaluation similar to that given in the preceding paper 
for gas-tracer transport. In addition to their limited numbers the observations 
were not representative of the possible room to room transfers. 

There was, however, a reasonably good correlation between the ratio of the 
particle and gas transfer indices, y, and the separation between the source and 
receiving rooms. The data are shown in this way in Fig. 5. The points show a 
similar degree of scatter to those showing the relation between y and the transit 
time in Fig. 3 and the correlation coefficient is - 0·59, which is significant to 
beyond the 0·3 % level. By allowing for the ratio of the transfer indices of par
ticles and gas into the source room, comparisons may be made between the 
transfer of particles and gas expressed as the concentrations of these in source 
and receiving rooms. 

T .Lparttc1e {T .I.1111rt1c1e} (0 n/O s)part1c1e y = = x ..:._::=--===:::: 
T.Lgas T.Lgaa source room (Cn/Cs)gas ' 

where 0 is the concentration and the suffixes R and S refer to receiving and source 
room respectively. 

A scale of (OiJ08 )gas/(On/08 )118rttcie which may conveniently be called the particle 
loss factor is given in Fig. 5. 

From the regression line for particle loss factor on room separation, values of 
the particle loss factor corresponding to the average separation between rooms in 
the different ward units have been deduced and are given in Table 3. These vary 
between about 4 and 5 for rooms in the same ward unit to over 20 for rooms in 
the most widely separated ward units. Combining these with the values for the 
source/recipient gas concentrations given in Table 3 of the preceding paper 
(Foord & Lidwell, 1975) leads to the values shown for the source/recipient particle 
concentration ratios in Table 3. 
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DISCUSSION 

The loss of particles relative to the volumes of air transferred between rooms 
appears to conform reasonably well with the simple picture of loss by sedimenta
tion from relatively well mixed air masses during the time required for the 
transport. The effect of this on particle transfer relative to gus transport is 
substantial and still further increases, for airborne particles which approximate in 
settling velocity to the median size for airborne particles carrying bacteria, the 
already high level of isolation between rooms found for gaseous contamination 
and confirms in this respect the preliminary report of Lidwcll & Brock ( 1973). 

Our thanks are again due to the Hospital Administration for their willingness to 
allow us to carry out these studies, to · the Hospital Engineer and his staff and to 
the Engineering Division of the Department of Health and Social Security who 
helped us with the many technical problems which arose and last but not least to 
the Nursing Staff and the patients of the wards concerned for their cheerful 
tolerance. 
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SUMMARY 

45 

A mathematical model is described for the transport of gaseous or airborne 
particulate material between rooms along ventilated passageways. 

Experimental observations in three hospitals lead to a value of about 
0·06 m. 2/sec. for the effective diffusion constant in air without any systematic 
directional flow. The 'constant' appears to increase if there is any directional flow 
along the passage, reaching about 0· 12 m. 2/sec. at a flow velocity of 0~04: m./sec. 

Together with previously published methods the present formulae make it 
possible to calculate the expected average amounts of gaseous or particulate 
material that will be transported. from room to room in ventilated buildings in 
which the ventilation and exchange airflows can be calculated. 

The actual amounts transported in occupied buildings, however, vary greatly 
from time to time. 

INTRODUCTION 

A model for assessing the behaviour of an isolation unit comprising a. series of 
rooms opening off a common space has been described previously (Lidwell, 1972). 
This model was based on the assumption of effectively complete mixing of the air 
in the several rooms and in the common space with which they oommunicated. 
Although this model gave a reasonably good account of the performance of a small 
burns unit with six patient rooms {Hambraeus & Sanderson, 1972) it was clear that, 
even in the comparatively short length of the passage way concerned, a.bout 32 m., 
there were large differences in concentration at different distances from the source 
of airborne particles entering it. The ward corridor in the part of the hospital 
studied in the preceding papers was about 100 m. long and any assumption of 
uniform mixing would clearly have been absurd. A mathematical treatment of 
diffusion along a ventilated passageway has therefore been developed and applied 
to this and other situations. Diffusion in this context is transport by any process 
which follows the diffusion law, that the rate of transport, whether of gas or some 
property of the medium, across a surface is proportional to the gradient at that 
point. 
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A 

Origin 

0. 1\1. LIDWELL 

-kA dC 
dx 

pAC 

x+Sx 

-kA(dC + dzC. 8x) 
dx · d'C1 

Air movement, velocity p 
) 

WC6x 

Fig. 1. Calculation of transfer of a tracer along a passage. (A) The quantities of 
material entering and leaving a thin transverse element situated at distance :i: from 
the origin. (B) Exchange with a room which communicates with the passage. The 
symbols are defined in the text. 

AIRBORNE TRANSPORT ALONG A VENTILATED PASSAGEWAY 

The model assumed is pictured in Fig. 1. By considering the gain and loss of 
material for a section of passage of length 6x we obtain at equilibrium the following 
identity: 

-kA ~~ +pAO = -kA(:~ + ~~ · 6x) +pA( 0 + ~~ · 6x) + W06x, 

whence 
d20 dO 

-kA dxz +pA dx +WO = o, 

d20pd0 w 
---·- =-·O 
dx 2 k dx kA ' or (1) 

where 0 is the concentration at distance x from the source (considered as a thin 
plane across the passageway), A is the cross-sectional area of passage, k is the 
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diffusion constant and p represents a uniform movement of the nir along the 
passageway. The lateral loss from the passage, per unit length, ll' is made up of: 

(1) Ventilation into the passage, v2, where v2 is the rate of ventilation to the 
passage per unit length. 

(2) Sedimentation (of particles) onto the floor of the passage, sD, wheres is the 
velocity of sedimentation of the particles and D is the width of the passage. 

(3) Loss due to exchange of air with rooms along the corridor, u', where 

, UV 
1' = u-----

V1 +sl1 +v' 

summed over all the rooms opening onto the passageway and expressed per unit 
length of passage, where u = the rate of airflow out from a room into the passage, 
v the rate of airflow into the room from the passage, v1, is the rate of air supply to 
the room and F its floor area. 

Hence 
UV 

W = v2 +sD+u- F 
v1 +s +v 

(expressed per unit length of passage). 
The solution of equation ( 1) is of the form 

0/00 = K 1 em1z+K2 em1z, 

where 0 0 is the value of 0 at the origin, K 1 and K 2 are constants and 

• By considering the model as depicted in Fig. 1 B then, for the passage, . 

and for the room 

WC.,= C.,(t11 +u-t1)-Cnu+C.,BD+C,,v 

= C.,(t11 +u+BD)-Cnu 

vC,, = Cn(t11 +v-u)+Cnu+CnBF 

= Cn(t11 +v+BF), 

where C n is the concentration in the room. 

whence 

or 

WC., = C.,(t11 +u+BD) 

Utl 
W = t11 +sD+u 

t11 +t1+BF 

(2)* 

(3) 

(3A) 

(3B) 

.... 
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1·0 
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0·03 

0·01 L-------L----_.. ____ .._ ___ __..._ _ _... _ _._ 
2 3 4 s 

xv(W/kA) 

Fig. 2. The concentration gradient produced along p8888.gee of finite length closed at 
the end. The curves are derived from equations (3) and (5) in the text. The underlying 
straight line from which the individual curves deviate as the ends of the respective 
p8888.gea are approached corresponds to 0/00 = e-zv <W /kA l (see text). 

LONG PASSAGEWAYS 

For a passage of infinite length (and uniform conditions) 

0-+0 as x-+oo 

and we have 

Hence 

SHORT PASSAGEWAYS 

(4) 

If the passage in one direction from the origin is of finite length, a, then equating 
the quantity entering this to that lost gives the identity 

-kA(ddO) =fa WO.dx. 
x z-o 0 

Equation (3) then leads to the relation 

-kA(m1 K 1+m2 K 2) = Tf[K1 em1x/m1+K2 em1z/m2]:. 

Since there can be no uniform movement of air along a passage with a closed end 
p = 0 and 
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Hence 
.J( WkA) (K 1 - ]( 2) = .J( WkA)(K 1 e

0 v'<WfkAI _ K 2 e-a v<wJu>) 

.J( ll'kA)(K1 -K2) 

and K
1

eav(W/kAI = K
2

e-av'(ll"k/Al, (5) 

while, as before, 
K1 +K2 = 1. 

In Fig. 2, 0/00 is shown as a function of x.J(W/kA) for various values of 
a.J(W/kA). It can be seen from this figure that 0/00 departs substantially from 
e-zv<W/kAl only at distances less than ..j(JV/kA) from the end of the passage and 
that for values of a > Hi ..j(kA/W) the terminal value of 

0 ~ 20oe-av(W/k~J. 

CONCENTRATION AT THE ORIGIN 

For purposes of calculation the material entering the passage from the source 
room is assumed to be evenly distributed over a plane section of the passage at the 
origin, x = 0. The amount moving in the downwind direction is then 

-kA(ddOa) +pAOo 
x x-o 

and the amount moving in the upwind direction is 

(
dOb) -kA -d -pA00 , 

x z-o 

where 0 a is the concentration in the downwind direction and 0 b that in the up~ 
wind direction. 

Equating .these to the amount of material entering the passage . 

us0s-Vs00 = -00 kA{(m1 K 1 +m2'K2)a+(m1K 1 +m2 K 11)6}, 

where Us is the rate of airflow out from the source room into the passage, Vs the 
rate of airflow into that room from the passage and 0 s in the concentration in the 
source room. Hence '·· 

0 8 kA{ v8 } Go= - Us (m1K1+m2K2)a+(m1K1+m2K2)b+k.A. 

If the passage is long in both directions K 2 = 1, K1 = 0 and from equations 
3A and 3B 

and (6) 

4 HYG 75 
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Table 1. Transport of airborne particles alony the passage in <t burns unit 

Distunco from source 
room, x (in m.) C/C0 ci"(ll'/kA) ,'( 11'/kA) 

-10 Entry end 
-7·5 0·221 2·4 0·24 

0 (1-00) 

+7·5 0·089 7·0 0·32 

+ 15·0 0·055 4·25 0·19 

+22 Inner end 

The values or a"(IV/kA) havo boon estimated from tho data givon in Fig. 2 by choosing 
that curve which intersects tho given value of C/C0 at the appropriate value of x/a, whore a is 
the distance from the source room to the end of the passage in the direction concerned. 

In a previous paper (Foord & Lidwell, 1975a) estimates were made of a·notional 
ventilation rate to the passage, treated as if there were complete mixing within it. 

On this basis 

where V ES is the notional ventilation rate in relation to the part of the passage 
immediately outside the source room door. Then from equation (6) 

(7) 

COMPARISON WITH OBSERVED DATA 

For these calculations the suffixes Sand Rare used to denote quantities relating 
to the source and receiving rooms respectively. 0 0 is the concentration in the 
passageway immediately outside the source room and Oz that outside a receiving 

room at distance x along the passage. 

1. U ppsala burns unit 

The results obtained for transport of airborne particles between the room and 
along the passage of this unit have been described (Hambraeus & Sanderson, 

1972). 
From the data given, JV can be estimated as the sum of the corridor ventilation 

and sedimentation (exchange with the rooms was negligible). He~ce 

W = 26~~0~ 32 
+0·005 x 3 = 0·025 m.3/sec./m. 

The data for the passage concentrations are given in Table 1 from which an 
average value for ..j(W/kA) can be estimated as 0·25/m. The cross-sectional area 

of the passage was approximately 8 m. 2 and hence 

k = 0·025/(8 x 0·25 2) = 0·050 m. 2/sec. 

Infection fo un a ir-c.ondi11·oned lws1Jita.l. JI I 

1·0 

0·3 

0·03 

0·01 

8 4 0 . 4 8 12 16 20 
Entry end . Distance from source room (m.) Inner end 

Fig. 3. T~e variation in concentration of particle tracer along the pll88age of the 
Burns U~1t at tho Uppsala University Hospital (Hambraeus & Sandorson, 1972). 
'.1'h~ full Imes show ~he calculated curves. The experimentally observed values are 
md1cated by open circles. 

From Table 2 in the paper cited 

Us= 17/3600 = 0·0047 m.a/sec. 
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As there was no uniform airflow along the passage, which was closed at both e d 
0 d 

. n s, 
p = an , smce 1'8 was small, equation (6) leads to 

Os C = 2 .j(WkA)/us = 42·5. 
0 

This compares well with the value of 45 given in Table 1 (line 2) of the sa B · me paper. 
Y usmg equation (5) values for K 1 and K 2 along the passage in both directions 

can be calculated and the concentration profile along the passage deduced Thi · 
l 

· F" . s 1s 
S lOWn In 1g. 3. . 

2. Greenwich Distrid Hospital 
Transport of tracer gas 

. The variat~o.ns of.0/00 along t.he passage in both directions from source rooms in 
different pos1t1on~ m the ward units studied are shown in fig. 7 of a preceding 
paper (Foord & L1dwell, 1975a). As the passages were relatively long the formula 
of equation (4) has been used for purposes of computation and the values of 
(d ln O/dx) are given in Table 2. From equation (4) it can be immediately seen that 
tl~e product of the values (d ln O/dx) in the two directions, i.e. upwind and down
'~md (p negative and positive respectively), is equal to W/kA. Similarly the 
difference of these two values is equal to p/k. Values for V Es have then been 
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Table 3. Calculation of the particle loss factor for transport 
between rooms in Greenwich District General Hospital 

Quantity 

u (m. 3/sec.) 
v (m. 3/scc.) 
v

1 
(m. 3/sec.) 

p (m./sec.) 
k (m. 1/sec.) 

JV (m. 3/sec./m.) 
-d In C/dx (average for two 
directions) 

d/dx (log1oa•) 
a,' 
aw 

d/dx (log10 (a;:'/a;1
)) 

log10 (a.;/a.;) 
log10 (a;/a;) 

log 10 (particle loss factor)/m. 
log10 (partiele loss factor)/room 

interval, (X) = 6·5 m. 

Gas 

0·036 
0·266 

0·116 
3·5 
6·2 

S('l'ies 1 

0·107 
0·039 
0·205 
0·017 
0·077 

0·021 
0·063 

:o·350 

Particle 

0·054 
0·316 

0•137 
4·1 

13·9 

0·413 + 0·021x 
0·413+0·130X 

Gas 

0·033 
0·223 

0·097 
4·8 
4·7 

S('ries 2 

0·088 
0·053 
0·195 
0·017 
0·098 

Particle 

0·051 
0·269 

0·117 
5·6 

10·3 
~~~~-v--·~~~~ 

0·020 
0·067 
0·340 

0·407 + 0·020x 
0·407+0·136X 

The symbols are defined in the text. Values of u, v, p and k are taken from Table 2 averaged 
over all the ward wilts. Values of v1 are derived similarly from those given in Table 1 of a 
previous paper (Foord & Lidwell, 1975a), by equating v1 +v(l-1/a') to the product of the 
ventilation rate and the room volume. v1 , the ventilation to the passage, was at the rate of 
about 0·014m.1/sec./m. In addition to the exchange of air between patient rooms and the 
passage, which can be calculated from the values of u and v given above there was also 
exchange between the passage and the service rooms which opened off it. No measurement of 
this was obtained but from the number of these rooms and their ventilation arrangements an 
estimate of 0·008 m. 1 /sec. per metre of passage length was made and this has been included in 
u' when calculating the values of W by means of equation (2). d In 0 /dx can then be caloulated 
from equation (4). 

a'= Os/00 is obtained from equation (6) anda" = O.,/ORasgiven byFig.1,i.e. (v1 +v+sF)/v. 
The sedimentation rate for the particles, s, has been taken as 0·006 m./sec., see Foord & 
Lidwell (1975b). D, the width of the passage was 2·8 m., A, its cross-sectional area, 8 m. 1 and 
F, the floor area of a patient room, 4 7 m. 1 , see Foord & Lid well ( 197 5 b) . 

calculated according to equation (7). The results of these calculations together with 
the appropriate values of W, u and v are given in Table 2. 

Comparison of particle and gas transport 

In a previous paper (Foord & Lidwell, 1975b) the effects of particle loss during 
transport between rooms in the ward units has been discussed. Good correlation 
was obtained with the transit time. In addition the particle loss factor was also 
correlated with the distance apart of the two rooms (fig. 5 in that paper). 

The value of JV, equation (2), includes a term for loss by sedimentation. It is 
therefore possible to deduce the difference in transport between gas tracer and 
particles which would be expected on the basis of the model proposed in this paper. 
Using the known values of air supply to patient rooms and passage and the 
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previously estimated Yalues for afr exchange between these rooms and the l~assage 
the concentration gm<lient along the passage can be ciilculatcd from equation (4). 
The 'particle loss factor' has been defined earlier (Foord & Li<lwell, 1!)75b) as 

(C s/O n)parllclc/(O s/O R)gRS = apartlclc/agas· 

This can be broken down into three components 

(08 /00 )/l (Oxf0n)11 • (00/0,,,)71 _a;. a;. a; 
(08 /00 )

11
• (O,,,/Cu)11 (00/0,,,)11 - a~ a; a;· 

Equation (4) gives estimates of d lnC/dx for both gas and particle tracers. The 
difference between the two values, with change of base, then gives log10 (a;/a;) 

per unit length of passage. Values of a; and a~ can b~ obt~ined fro~ eq~ation.(6). 
The values of a" and a" follow directly from the relat1onslup shown m Fig. 1 smee 

fJ (/ . 

a!' = O,,,/CR = (v1 +sF +vn)/vu. 

The results of all these computations are given in Table 3 together with the values 
of the particle loss factor derived from them. The logarithms of these values are 
shown as a function of the distance along the passage between the rooms or as a 
function of the number of rooms apart for the Greenwich inter-room spacing of 
6·5 m. This is compared with experimental data in fig. 5 of the previous paper 
(Foord & Lidwell, 1975b). It will be seen that the calculated values in~icate a 
somewhat higher particle loss factor than that deduced from the experimental 
data but the va.ria.bility in the data is much greater than the discrepancy. On the 
basis of both the experimental and the ca.leulated results it would seem that a good 
approximation to the particle loss factor is given by the relation: 

particle loss factor= 0·30+0·11X, 

where the source and recipient rooms are X rooms a.part ( 1 room interval~ 6·5 m. ). 

3. Isolation unit St Mary's Hospital 

Some measurements with the part!ole tracer, not reported elsewhere, were made 
in the isolation unit described by Williams & Harding (1969). This consisted of 
two groups of patient rooms, each group opening off a ventilated lobby area, 
linked by a passage about 45 m. long. There was a perceptible movement of air 
along the passage from west to east. The width of the p!l.ssage was 1·8 m. and the 
ventilation supply small. Hence, W ~ 0·005 x 1 ·8 = 0·009 m. 3/sec./m., being the 
loss due to sedimentation of the particles. 

Measurements of the variation in particle concentration along the passage were 
made in both directions and led to the following values: 

-- = 0·092, m t e east to wes 1rec ion, (
d In 0) · h t d" t' 

dx E--+W 

-- = 0·253, m t e west to east 1rec 10n, (
d 1n a) . h d. t· 

dx W-+E 

hence W/kA = 0·0233 and p/k = 0·161. 

Infection 1·11 an air-co11d1'.tioned hospital. 1 I I 

0·15 

0 

0·05A• 

0·01 0·02 0·03 0·04 

Velocity of air movement along passage (m./sec.) 

Fig. 4. Values of the diffusion constant in passages in relation to the overall velocity 
of air movement along the passage. Tho circles give the values obtained from tho 
obervations made at the Greenwich District General Hospital. Open circles, series 1; 
fi lled circles, series 2. The triangle is derived from observations made in the Uppsala 
Hospital and t he square from those made at St Mary's Hollpita l, London. 
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Since the cross-sectional area of the passage, A, was 5·5 m. 2 this gives 
k = 0·070 m. 2/sec. and p = 0·011 m./eec. 

DISCUSSION 

The model proposed is able to give a coherent picture of the transport of both 
gas and particle tracers along the ward corridor in the Greenwich Hospital. The 
data from the other two situations are too limited to give any confirmation of the 
value of the method tnken individually. It is, however, worth noting that the air 
drift velocities deduced are reasonable in magnitude. 'l'he highest value is 0·036 
m./sec. (approximately 7 ft./min.) which is consistent with the fact that all the air 
movements were below the velocities measurable by normal anemometry. 

The values for the 'diffusion constant' from the several determinations have 
been plotted together in Fig. 4 against the value of the air-drift velocitj•. There 
appears to be a consistent relation between the two quantities, the 'diffusion 
constant' rising from about 0·06 m. 2/sec. in still air to double that value at a drift 
velocity of about 0·04 m./sec. 

Although the consistency of these results is notable it must be emphasized that 
the variability of the experimental observations from which they have been 
deduced was very high so that the possible errors of interpretation are considerable. 
However, taken with the methods developed earlier (Lidwell, 1972) the present 
work does give a basis for estimating the extent of transport of gases or pa.rticles 
between rooms in ventilated buildings along passage ways of substantial length, 
e.g. up to 100 m. or more. When or if such calculations are made it must be borne 
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in mind that the actual transfers which take place will almost certainly vary by 
large factors from time to time. 'l'he variations will probably lead ~o a~ approxi
mately log-normal distribution of the amount of tmnsfcrred material w.1th stand
ard deviations up to 2·0 or more (logarithms to bn.sc 10). The calculat.1ons made 
here relate only to the median values of such transfers. 
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Groups of patients with lepromatous and tuberculoid leprosy and hospital 
staff from six leprosaria in East Africa and 'non-contact' groups of villagers or 
staff from general hospitals have been skin tested with 10 reagents. These were 
prepared by ultrasonic disintegration from M. tuberculosis, M. duvalii, M. 
ckelonei and 7 other species identified in the Ugandan environment. Comparisons 
were made of the percentages of positive reactors in each study group for each 
reagent. The 'specific' defect of lepromatous patients was found to apply to a 
variable extent to six of the species tested, but not to M. tuberculo.™, M. avium 
or M. 'A*'. The defect applied most noticeably to M. nonckromogenicum and 
M. vaccae, suggesting that they are more closely related to M. leprae than are the 
other species tested. The reagent Chelonin produced unexpected and anomalous 
results in the lepromatous group. It is suggested that this was due to an unusually 
slow clearing of Arthus' reaction. 

INTRODUCTION 

It has long been recognized that a deficiency in immunity is associafud with 
lepromatous leprosy and it has more recently been demonstrated that a degree 
of this deficiency also occurs in tuberculoid patients (Bullock, 1968). Studies on 
leprosy contacts have shown that the lymphocytes of healthy people may trans
form markedly in the presence of whole leprosy bacilli (Godal & Negassi, 1973), 
indicating that subclinical infection occurs and probably conveys some degree 
of protection. Whether the immune deficit present in the disease is a predisposing 
factor in its development, or the result of the infection, remains uncertain. It has 
been suggested that the macrophage of the lepromatous patient is inherently 
unable to destroy leprosy bacilli (Beiguelman, 1967). Alternatively the apparent 
macrophage defect may refl.ect the absence of a circulating clone of thymic (T) 
lymphocytes reactive to the leprosy organism. In polar cases of lepromatous (LL) 
leprosy this clone may never have existed; it may have been totally ablated by 
antigen overload or its activity may have been suppressed perhaps in a manner 
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